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Delays are a feature of many construction projects and often lead to disputes over the contractor's payment of liquidated damages on the one hand and reimbursement of additional costs to the contractor on the other. In large projects, many delaying events typically occur, requiring careful and detailed analysis to determine the events
that led to critical project delays. This critical path analysis is usually required to establish responsibility for delays. Other non-critical delays may also need to be examined to assist in the identification of claims for violations. Principles used to prioritize delays in analysis should be considered, and principles such as simultaneous delays
and the dominant causes of delays should be understood and considered for application. It is also necessary to understand the methods, sequences and duration of construction so that the appropriate time can be set for the delay of events. Cannonway staff have the practical experience required to do this work and often advise on the
reasons for delays and contractual responsibilities for delays, as well as on the preparation of expert reports on programming. Cannonway provides several methods for analyzing delayed programming using CPM (Critical Path Method) to identify and illustrate project delay events that have affected the critical path of the project. The
descriptive report with which these programmes and delays are explained is supported by bold graphic illustrations to clearly define the position of the arbitrator or judge in an easily understandable manner. Cannonway is familiar with and use project management and planning software such as Primavera and Microsoft Project Clarity
presentation and mastering facts also defuse cross-examination, so it is important to have as an expert witness who knows not only theoretical analysis but has the necessary practical experience for its backup use. These services can also be used in conjunction with our contractual and commercial services and expert advice on quantum
matters. With the I.P.R.A. (Independent Project Review and Analysis) system used by Cannonway, we strive to help our customers in one of two ways. I.P.R.A. (Option 1) - Cannonway will conduct an independent review and analysis of the status of the project schedule. Cannonway will document, record and update the status of the
project's progress in the form of progress reports on a daily/weekly/monthly basis. This service provides our client with a completely independent, accurate and impartial view of the progress of the project. Cannonway's independent reports assure senior management that they have been informed of the real facts are not subject to any
prejudice or political political that may arise through internal reporting procedures. I.P.R.A. (Option 2) - I.P.R.A. Cannonway also offers our client the opportunity to conduct a general assessment of the project at his discretion. Cannonway will evaluate from a new and completely fresh perspective the existing project difficulties, and provide
constructive/realistic solutions, whether it be issues of cash flow/budget/expenses, programming, procurement or construction methodology. We believe that this service will provide proactive responses from customers who need to offer the best alternatives to solving project problems, such as costs, time, or project management
difficulties. This article explores the concepts of some of the typical methods of analysing delays in building claims. Why do we need an analysis of delays in construction claims? Because the delay should affect the critical path, construction contracts often say that no adjustment will be made to critical milestone dates or scheduled
completion dates unless the delay affects the critical path. This concept is consistent with industry practice, as stated in the second edition of the SCL Delays and Failure Protocol, page 6: If there is no explicit provision in the contract to the contrary, if the program at the time of the event, which is associated with a risk to employers, should
be provided with EOT (extension of time) only to the extent that the employer's delay is projected to decrease to below zero of the general float on a critical path affected by employer delay until completion (i.e., if the employer is projected to delay to extend the critical path to completion). AACE (International Recommended Practice No.
29R-03 Forensic Schedule Analysis, April 25, 2011, Section 1.5, B.6 Delay should affect the critical path, p. 18) considers this requirement: In order for an applicant to be eligible for a contract extension for a delay event (and further be considered a compensatory delay), must affect the critical path. This is because before a party is
entitled to time-related damages, it must pay extra that it has indeed been damaged. Because contractor delays are usually a function of the total duration of the project, it is necessary to increase the duration of the project. Therefore, if the effect of adding any delays to the schedule is that the float is consumed, but there is no actual delay
in completing the project leading to the addition of delay, then the Contractor is not allowed to extend the time. Several methods can be done by several methods to delay delaying delays. The Protocol 2nd edition of the Building Law Society Protocol (SCL) (Part B Guide, paragraph 11) lists six general methods described in the table
below. Methods for analysing delays in accordance with protocol Delay - Protocol on violation of AACE International Recommended practice No.29R-03 for forensic graph analysis (RP 29R-03) lists nine nine methods described in the table below. Delay analysis methods in line with the recommended practice of AACE International
No.29R-03 Concepts of typical delay analysis methods 1. Windows Slice What is Time Slice Windows Analysis: Time Slice Windows Analysis is a window-based methodology that focuses on comparing planned, updated, and constructed project schedules to identify and quantify delays on a critical project path. The purpose of the
analysis: This methodology is a retrospective analysis that uses project schedule updates to quantify slippage on a critical path over a period of time; Once all critical delays in the path have been quantified, the origins and causes of each delay are determined. Responsibility for each delay is then cultivated either by the Contractor, the
Owner, the third party, if appropriate, or by force majeure or other justified delays determined by the contract. Steps to perform: Select schedule windows; Identify a critical path; Do a detailed overview of the graphs selected for analysis; Identify changes made between schedules selected for schedule windows; develop variance tables to
calculate date and duration deviations; Research activities affect and distribute responsibility for delays. Illustration of Time Slice Windows analysis: The figure below illustrates the windows Time Slice analysis method. In the first window, the delay is measured by comparing the scheduled end date and the actual expiration date of A. Time
Slice Windows Analysis Illustration 2. Time Exposure Analysis What is time impact analysis: Time impact analysis is a method of analyzing scheduling delays that add delays or changes to the schedule that are updated to the day before the delay occurred. The purpose of the analysis is to determine whether the overall completion date of
the project is delayed or remains the same as a result of delays; Demonstrate the Contractor's right to an extension; Demonstrate the potential acceleration of the schedule; Demonstrate the owner's right to receive the damage. Steps to perform: Develop a freigne to simulate a delay; Get an approved schedule that is updated to a day
before the delay; Insert the fragnet into the approved schedule update and link to the affected actions; Refilling the schedule and marking a change in the completion date of the project; Determine the amount of project delay. Illustration of the influence of time: The figure below illustrates the work of the TIA method. Once the project
schedule is correct, the delay is added to the schedule to affect the completion date of the project. Rejecting the completion date between the monthly project schedule and the time impact schedule extension of time. Illustration of time impact analysis 3. Collapsed as-Built / / But-for analysis What collapsed as a built-in analysis: A
collapsed as-Built Analysis retrospective method of analyzing the delay schedule, which determines the earliest date that the completion date of the project, or the required milestone could be reached, but for the owner-called/contractor-caused delays that occurred during the project. The purpose of the analysis is to determine the
compensatory extension of time, taking into account the situation with simultaneous delays; The collapsed as-built analysis, which removes the delay caused by the contractor, is used to determine the period of time between the actual completion date and the collapsed completion date to assess the liquidated losses by the owner. Steps
to perform: Develop a built-up schedule model called as the As-Built Calculation Schedule; Identify the delay caused by the owner or contractor; interpret the results of removing delays from the As-Built calculation schedule. Collapsed Illustration of As-Built Analysis: The figure below illustrates the work of the collapsed As-Built Analysis
method. The schedule of calculations as the construction progress includes both the delays caused by the owner and the delays caused by the contractor. The period between the schedule on the plan and the as-Built calculation schedule is the Total Time Extension. Once the delay caused by the owner is removed, the completion date of
the As-Built schedule will collapse before the earlier completion date. The period between the as-Built calculation schedule and the collapsed as-Built schedule is the time extension caused by the delay caused by the owner. Rolled-up-as-built Analysis Illustration How to perform collapsed as-built/How-built, but to analyze the delayed
schedule in the Primavera P6 Please refer to this article: How to perform a collapsed-as-built/how-built-but-to-analyze delayed schedule in Primavera P6 Primavera P6 delay analysis report format. delay analysis report sample. delay analysis report excel. delay analysis report template. delay analysis report pdf. project delay analysis
report format. how to prepare delay analysis report. project delay analysis report template
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